Nomad Nutrition Ltd., is a Vancouver based startup focusing on manufacturing healthy, organic nutritious meals for life on the go.

As Nomad Nutrition we are the first to make complete meals using a revolutionary process called 'Wolly'. Combined with all natural, plant-based, and allergen-free ingredients, this method allows us to create tasty, nutritious and convenient meals that can be made in under 10 minutes by just adding hot water.

Website: nomadnutrition.co
Facebook: Nomad Nutrition
Twitter: @NomadNutrition
Instagram: @NomadNutrition
YouTube: Nomad Nutrition TV
Kindred: Nomad Nutrition

Article about Nomad Nutrition
Fridge Magazine
Superfood Onibus Magazine
Happier Dilemmas Review

Denis Mikhalev - Founder and CEO

Denis is a rock climber and alpinist who has tasted every possible wild foods diet on himself before coming up with Nomad Nutrition. He has ventured all over the world to climb, including Tasmania, BC, Alberta and the US.

Denis graduated with an MSc from the University of Business at SLU and pursued a career in the technology industry. He worked in product management for the past 20 years including startups, before starting Nomad Nutrition, one of the few biotechnology tech companies in Vancouver. His experience and entrepreneurial spirit have helped him to create Nomad Nutrition.

Cristina Bardorf - Director of Sales & Marketing

An avid hiker, Cristina has spent heavy time in the wilderness of British Columbia, California and Alaska. Her passion for the great food and nutrition started at an early age thanks to her European parents who put her to work in the garden and kitchen daily.

Cristina has spent nearly a decade with leading consumer brands in various sales and marketing roles. An MBA graduate of the Kellogg Business School, Cristina has worked for major companies Johnson & Johnson, Medtronic and C.Johnson. Upon moving to Vancouver, she was lucky enough to gain experience on the retailer side by joining MEC, and learned a few new tools too.